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IF-6 Advances in Radiation-Hydrodynamics and Atomic Physics Simulation for Current and
New Neutron-less Targets

G. Velarde, Instituto Fusidn Nuclear (DENIM) / ETSII / Universidad P~litkcnica Madrid, Madrid,
Spain
Contact: gvelarde fidenim. upm. es

Abstract: We study with ARWEN code a target design for ICE7 based on jet production. ARWEN is 2D
Adaptive Mesh Refinement fluid dynamic and multigroup radiation transport. We are designing, by using
also ARWEN, a target for laboratory simulation of astrophysical phenomena. We feature an experimental
device to reproduce collisions of two shock waves, scaled to roughly represent cosmic supernova remnants.
ANALOP code uses parametric potentials fitting to self-consistent potentials, it includes temperature and
density, effects by linearized Debye-Hfickel and it treats excited configurations and H+He-like lines. Other
is an average SHM using the parametric potentials above described. H-like emissivities and opacities have
been simulated, using both, for Al and F plasmas with density 10 2 3 CM- 3 and temperatures higher than 200
eV. Advanced fusion cycles, as the aneutronic proton-boron 11 reaction, require very high ignition temper-
atures. Plasma conditions for a fusion-burning wave to propagate at such temperatures are rather extreme
and complex, because of the overlapping effects of the main energy transport mechanisms. Calculations
on the most appropriate ICE7 regimes for this purpose are presented.

IF/P-01 Studies of Stimulated Raman Scattering in Laser Plasma Interactions

A. Bers, Plasma Science and Fusion Center, M.I.T., Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA
Contact: bersfrmit. edu

Abstract: Coupled theoretical and computational work is presented aimed at understanding and modeling
stimulated Ramnan backscattering (SRBS) in large-scale, nearly homogeneous plasmas relevant to laser-
plasma interactions (LP~s) in gas-filled hohlraums. In particular, we focus on experimental parameters
and results from recent LPI studies of SRBS on the TRIDENT laser facility at the Los Alamos National
Laboratory, where a preformed plasma was illuminated with a nearly diffraction-limited single hot spot
(SHS) laser to simulate LP~s in a single speckle of a high intensity laser beam. With the aid of a new code
for simulating and studying the nonlinear coupling in space-timne of a large number of modes, and a Vlasov-
Maxwell code for studying the evolution of large amplitude electron plasma waves, we report results and
their interpretations to elucidate the following five observed, nonlinear phenomena associated with SRBS:
coupling of SRBS to Langmnuir decay interactions (LDIs); cascading of LDI; effect of ion-acoustic damping
on SRBS; SRS cascades; and stimulated electron acoustic wave scattering.
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IF/P-02 Sausage Instabilities in Electron Current Channels and the Problem of Fast Ignition

A. Das, Institute for Plasma Research, Gandhinagar, India
Contact: amitagipr. res. in

Abstract: In the fast ignition concept of laser fusion, an intense picosecond laser pulse incident on an
overdense pellet is absorbed by nonlinear mechanisms and gets converted into inward propagating fast
electron currents. PC simulations show that the return shielding currents due to cold plasma interact
with the incoming currents and intense Weibel, tearing and coalescence instabilities take place, which
organize the current into a few current channels. The stability of these current channels is thus a topic of
great interest. We have carried out linear and nonlinear studies of 2 - dimensional sausage instabilities of a
slab model of the current channels in the framework of electron magnetohydrodynamic fluid approximation.
The analytic calculations and numerical simulations for some simple velocity profiles show the presence
of linear instability driven by velocity shear. Nonlinear studies on the saturation of instabilities and their
reaction back on the relaxation of the velocity profile have also been made. A discussion of the consequences
of such EMHD11 turbulence induced relaxation and stopping of fast electrons, for the fast ignition concept
will be presented.


